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SMART PEOPLE. SMART PRODUCTS. SMART SOLUTIONS. 

Application width is set (usually a little narrower than the hopper), rate is adjusted by opening or closing the outlet 
and will vary with walking speed.

Adjust spreader outlet to setting in operator’s manual for product type and application rate
Apply fertilizer over a measured distance (e.g. 10m) at normal walking pace (5km/hr)

Determine quantity spread over distance by one of the following methods:
Lay sheet on ground and then collect and weigh fertilizer distributed on top. Place a known weight in hopper, 
apply fertilizer, empty and weigh remaining hopper contents and subtract from original weight. Adjust machine 
setting for desired application rate if necessary. Note this setting will apply only for this fertilizer and operator’s 
walking pace. Recalibrate for different operators and materials.

Use following formulas to calculate rate in g/m²
Spreading width x distance    = area covered
Weight of fertilizer collected ÷ area covered  = kg/m²
e.g. Weight spread over distance   = 125g
0.5m (width) x 10m (distance)   = 5m²
Application rate     = 125 ÷ 5 = 25g/m²

PEDESTRIAN SPINNING DISC
Application width and dose rate will vary with walking speed and fertilizer characteristics and opening adjustment.

A spreading width test with the actual material should be carried out, preferably across special collection trays, 
before any other calibration. This will determine the spread width for the particular fertilizer and operator’s pace 
(aim for 5km/hr) and how far apart you should walk to maintain an even spread
Adjust spreader for desired application rate. Place known quantity e.g. 2kg in hopper
Walk set distance (10m) at normal walking pace
Empty and weigh remaining hopper contents
Calculate area by multiplying the application width by the distance walked

To calculate application rate use following procedure:
Original hopper content minus contents after spreading
e.g: 2,000g – 1,000g   = 1,000g spread in 10m.
Area: (distance) 10m x (width) 4m  = 40m²
Weight ÷ area    = application rate/m²
1,000 ÷ 40    = 25g/m²

Spreader Calibration
Pedestrian drop-style


